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Abstract. We study conditional probability from the perspective of complexity
theory of functions and operators in analysis, building on work by Ko (1983),
Friedman (1984), and Kawamura and Cook (2010). For some random variable
X in {0, 1}N whose distribution is continuous and polynomial-time computable,
and some polynomial-time computable function f : {0, 1}N → [0, 1] for which
the random variable f (X) is “polynomially-diffuse”, the function taking (integers
encoding) A ∈ {0, 1}∗ , an open rational interval B, and an accuracy 2−i to a
rational within 2−i of the conditional probability that X ∈ A given f (X) ∈ B
is shown to be #P-complete. On the other hand, all such functions computing
conditional probabilities are in #P.

1. Introduction
Recent work [1] by the authors (to be presented at LICS 2011) studies conditional
probability from the perspective of computability in analysis using notions from the
Type-2 Theory of Effectivity (TTE). In short, computable joint distributions of
continuous random variables may have noncomputable conditional distributions.
That work shows that the operation of conditioning is computationally difficult.
In this extended abstract, we present aspects of preliminary work on complexitytheoretic analogues of these questions, and show that even in a restricted setting
where the conditional distribution is computable, it can be highly nonefficient.
The study of the computational complexity and computability of conditional
probability not only reveals fundamental limitations on important operations in
probability theory and Bayesian statistics, but is increasingly relevant to probabilistic modeling within science and engineering. In particular, proposals within
machine learning and artificial intelligence to use probabilistic programs as effective
representations for complex joint distributions and probabilistic inference motivate
the investigation of the class of computable distributions (see [1] for references).
1.1. Related work. In the elementary setting, the conditional probability µ(A|B)
of an event A given an event B is Rgiven by the ratio µ(A ∩ B)/µ(B), provided
µ(B) > 0. Because we have µ(B) = 1B dµ, one should expect that the complexity
of conditional probability should relate to that of integration. In particular, if we
assume
that µ admits a density p with respect to Lebesgue measure, then µ(B) =
R
p(x)dx
and results by Friedman [2] and Ko [3] (and as reframed in [4, §3]) on
B
#P-computable integrals are relevant, assuming that p is efficiently computable. Of
course, a computable distribution need not admit a density and even so, need not
admit a computable (nevermind efficiently computable) density [1].
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Conditional probabilities for distributions on finite sets of discrete strings are
manifestly computable, but may not be efficiently so. In this finite discrete setting,
there are already interesting questions of computational complexity, which have been
explored through extensions of Levin’s theory of average-case complexity [5]. If f
is a one-way function, then it is difficult to compute the conditional distribution of
the uniform distribution on strings of some length with respect to a given output
of f . This intuition is made precise by Ben-David, Chor, Goldreich, and Luby [6]
in their theory of polynomial-time computable distributions, which has since been
extended by Yamakami [7], Aaronson [8], and others.
However, such work is concerned with families of increasingly long bitstrings,
which need not cohere in any uniform way. Our approach is directly motivated by
the problem of conditioning computable joint distributions in order to form conditional distributions. In this extended abstract, we build on notions of computational
complexity for continuous real functions in order to explore the polynomial-time
computability of conditional distributions using essentially the standard notions for
complexity in analysis via TTE [9].
2. Computational complexity of distributions
Let I be the collection of open intervals in [0, 1] of the form ( 2in , 2jn ) for n > 0
and 0 ≤ i < j < 2n , and consider a standard encoding of an element of I as the
string hi, j, 0n i. For our purposes here, we are already able to find a #P-complete
problem even restricting to open intervals in I.
The following notions could also be formulated in terms of type-two machines with
infinite strings, though here we express the necessary notions explicitly in terms of
rapidly-converging approximations.
Definition 1. We say that a witness to a probability distribution µ on [0, 1] is a
map Mµ : I × N → Q satisfying
µ(I) − Mµ (I, i) < 2−i .

(1)

We say that a probability distribution is polynomial-time computable when it
has a witness that is computable in time polynomial in the encoding of I and in i
itself (not the length of i in binary). (We define notions similarly for probability
distributions on {0, 1}N .)
Note that when µ is discrete (with a finite or countable number of atoms), this
notion is similar to that of a P-computable distribution in Yamakami [7].
Definition 2. Let X be a random variable on {0, 1}N . and let f : {0, 1}N → [0, 1]
be a continuous function. A witness to the conditional distribution P[X | f (X)] is
a function w : {0, 1}∗ × I × N → Q such that
P(X ∈ I | f (X) ∈ J) − w(I, J, i) < 2−i .

(2)

We say that a conditional distribution is polynomial-time computable when it
has a witness that is computable in time polynomial in the length of I, the encoding
of J, and in i itself.
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Note that functions ({0, 1}∗ )m ×I k ×N` → Q, such as a (conditional) distribution
witness, or functions N → N, such as #SAT, can be coded on an oracle tape in a
standard way (e.g., via the graph of the function, with a standard encoding of Q,
spread out by a delimiter symbol).
Definition 3. Let Y be a random variable in [0, 1]. We say that Y is polynomiallydiffuse when there is some polynomial r such that for every dyadic open interval
J ∈ I, we have


P Y∈J
< r size(J) ,
|J|
where size(J) is the length of the standard encoding of J, and |J| is length of the
interval.
Note that if Y is absolutely continuous with bounded density, then it is polynomiallydiffuse.
3. #P-completeness of conditional distributions
We now state the main results. Recall the standard notion [9] of a polynomialtime computable function {0, 1}N → [0, 1].
Theorem 4 (Conditioning is in #P). For every random variable X on {0, 1}N with
a polynomial-time computable distribution and every polynomial-time computable
function f : {0, 1}N → [0, 1] for which f (X) is a polynomially-diffuse continuous random variable, the conditional distribution P[X | f (X)] has a witness that
is polynomial-time computable with respect to a #P-complete oracle.
We now sketch the proof informally. Consider I ∈ {0, 1}∗ and an interval J ∈ I,
and let f and X be as in the theorem. The proof begins by subdividing the domain
{0, 1}N into many small blocks (some of which are in I, and others of which are not)
such that the images of most blocks (according to where f (X) assigns mass) under f
are either completely contained in J or disjoint from it. By the particular choice of
blocks, and the fact that f (X) is polynomially-diffuse, the property of whether or not
the image of each block lands in the desired range J is shown to be polynomial-time
computable. Using the ability to count provided by our #P-complete oracle, along
with the polynomial-time computability of X, we can count the appropriately-scaled
measure of such blocks, and from this compute the desired conditional distribution.
Theorem 5 (Conditioning is #P-hard). There are a random variable X on {0, 1}N
with a polynomial-time computable distribution and a polynomial-time computable
function f : {0, 1}N → [0, 1] for which f (X) is a polynomially-diffuse continuous
random variable, such that given a witness to the conditional distribution P[X | f (X)]
as an oracle, we can compute any #P function via a classical polynomial-time Turing
reduction.
The proof of Theorem 5 is more involved. We build a random variable X on {0, 1}N
whose distribution is polynomial-time computable, a polynomial-time computable
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function f for which f (X) is polynomially-diffuse, a set I ∈ {0, 1}∗ , and a nested
series of intervals (Jk )k∈N , such that given a #P function to reduce, we can determine the answer to the counting problem for any particular input by querying our
conditional distribution on I and some Jk (where k is selected in polynomial-time),
followed by a polynomial-time computation.
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